Nowadays, time-sync comment (TSC), a new form of interactive comments, has become increasingly popular on Chinese video websites. By posting TSCs, people can easily express their feelings and exchange their opinions with others when watching online videos. However, some spoilers appear among the TSCs. These spoilers reveal crucial plots in videos that ruin people's surprise when they first watch the video. In this paper, we proposed a novel Similarity-Based Network with Interactive Variance Attention (SBN-IVA) to classify comments as spoilers or not. In this framework, we firstly extract textual features of TSCs through the word-level attentive encoder. We design Similarity-Based Network (SBN) to acquire neighbor and keyframe similarity according to semantic similarity and timestamps of TSCs. Then, we implement Interactive Variance Attention (IVA) to eliminate the impact of noise comments. Finally, we obtain the likelihood of spoiler based on the difference between the neighbor and keyframe similarity. Experiments show SBN-IVA is on average 11.2% higher than the state-of-the-art method on F1-score in baselines.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, people enjoy watching videos online in their leisure time. During viewing time, many people are willing to share their feelings and exchange ideas with others. Time-sync comment (TSC) is such a new form of interactive comment designed to meet this demand. People can post TSCs at any time during their viewing, and these comments posted will be seen by other viewers synchronously on the video screen. However, many TSCs contain the spoiled content that reveal crucial plots in videos such as the content of movie ending, the murderer identity of criminal investigation TV-series, or final scores of sports games which can ruin the surprise of those who have not watched this video. To avoid being spoiled, lots of people have no choice but to hide all the TSCs regardless of the TSCs are spoilers or not. Some people even stay away from certain online video websites with TSCs to minimize the chances of being spoiled, which makes the users lose the opportunity to discuss with others. To ensure that users can communicate through TSCs and avoid being spoiled by TSCs, it is critical to detect spoilers from TSCs.
Most of the existing spoiler detection methods are based on keymatching and traditional machine learning methods. For instance, Nakamura et al. [22] and Golbeck et al. [8] filter out spoilers according to predefined keywords. Guo et al. [9] use LDA-based machine learning method to rank the most likely spoilers. Chang et al. [3] propose a deep neural spoiler detection model using a genre-aware attention mechanism. However, these methods are based on common reviews or articles on social media. They are not well designed for TSC data since they do not consider the unique properties of TSCs. Distinguished from common video comments, TSCs have short-text, interactive, real-time and high-noise properties.
The most prominent property of TSCs is that they are short texts with lots of network slang. TSCs are usually not complete sentences, and generally, have no more than 10 words [29] . The words in TSCs do not contribute equally to determining the spoilers. An example of criminal investigation TV-series is shown in Fig.  1 . The words "murderer", "delivery guy" and "Captain Guan" are plot-related words or important character names, which have a higher possibility to trigger spoiled contents. Therefore, we need to pay different attention to words with different importance in TSCs. 
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The younger brother is a wanted criminal, and the delivery guy know his identity Another important property of TSCs is interactive. The topic of the latter posted TSCs usually depends on the former, which is similar to the herding mentality effect [10, 32, 35] in social science. In Fig. 1 , the TSC A, C, and E share the same topic of discussing Captain Guan when Captain Guan's face appears on the screen. TSC A first shows his interest in the appearance of Captain Guan. Then this topic arouses other viewers' interests, and other TSCs within the same topic (TSC C and E) appear due to the impact of TSC A. In the example, the generation of a TSC is not independent but influenced by the previous TSCs. This interactive property is helpful to distinguish spoiler TSCs: If the topic of a TSC is closed to its surrounding TSCs, it is less likely to be a spoiler because it describes the current content in the video.
The real-time property is also helpful to study the relationship between TSCs. As shown in Fig. 1 , each TSC has a timestamp synchronous to the playback time of the video, and its content is often related to what is happening currently in the video. Therefore, a TSC is more likely to become a spoiler when it has a high semantic similarity to the TSCs of the video highlights (such as the end of the movie, the moment of revealing the murderer in the drama, and the final stage of the sports game). In this paper, we call those video highlights as "keyframes". In Fig. 1 , the content of TSC B is different from its surrounding TSCs but very close to the keyframe TSC G, which means TSC B describes an important plot on purpose and has high possibility to be a spoiler. And actually, TSC B is a spoiler indicating the identity of the murderer.
In addition to the above three properties, TSCs are high-noise. Many TSCs unrelated to the video content appear due to the viewers' diverse topics and particular ideas. For example, TSC D and F in Fig. 1 express viewers' feelings irrelevant to the video content. They have weak semantic relevance with their neighboring TSCs, and they are not spoilers, either. The existence of noise causes great troubles to establish semantic relationships between TSCs. Therefore, how to make use of the interactive and real-time properties of TSCs and eliminate the impact of noise is the central challenge to predict the spoilers accurately and effectively.
Based on the above motivation and challenges, we propose a novel Similarity-Base Network with Interactive Variance Attention (SBN-IVA) to classify TSCs as spoilers or not. Specifically, due to the short-text property, we first extract textual features of TSCs through the word-level attentive encoder, which assigns the weights based on the importance of words. Then, based on the interactive and realtime properties of TSCs, we design a Similarity-Base Network (SBN) to acquire the similarities between each TSC and its neighbors and keyframes respectively according to the semantic and timestamps. The higher the neighbor similarity and the lower the keyframe similarity, the less likely the TSC is a spoiler. Considering the highnoise property, we implement Interactive Variance Attention (IVA) mechanism in the framework to effectively reduce the impact of noise due to the low semantic similarities between the noise and its surrounding TSCs [34] . Finally, we obtain the likelihood of the spoilers based on the difference between the neighbor and keyframe similarity.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1 We propose a novel Similarity-Base Network with Interactive Variance Attention (SBN-IVA) to detect spoilers from TSCs. 2 We combine attention mechanism both in word-level and sentence invariance level in our model, which takes the short-text, interactive and real-time properties of TSCs into account and effectively reduces the impact of noise. 3 We evaluate our proposed model with real-world datasets in the categories of movies, TV-series, and sports on mainstream video websites. Experiments show our model outperforms the baselines in Precision, Recall, and F1-Score.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we introduce the related work in three aspects. Time-sync comment (TSC) provides a new data source for text mining regarding the online videos and attracts research on it increasingly. Wu et al. [29] first formally introduce the TSC, and propose a preliminary method to extract video tags. Yang et al. [34] systematically collate the features of TSCs and introduces a graphbased algorithm to eliminate the impact of noise prominently. Then further usages of TSCs data are proposed like extracting highlight shots [24, 30] , labeling important segments [19] , detecting events [16] , generating temporal descriptions of videos [31] , and video recommendation [5, 23, 32] . Besides, some other researchers turn to build and improve TSC dataset. Liao et al. [17] present a rich selflabeled TSC dataset with four-level structures for user experience improvement. Chen et al. [4] and Chen et al. [6] also do similar evaluating work on real-world multimedia dataset. The above methods show the promising potential of TSC data and greatly inspire our work.
Spoiler detection (or plot detection) has achieved great attention on studies for review documents or articles in social media. The recent studies of spoiler detection mainly focus on two domains, keyword matching, and machine learning methods. Keyword matching methods filter out spoilers based on predefined keywords, such as actor and character names [8] , the name of the sports team or sporting event [22] , or words in the latter half of the document [20] . However, the keyword matching methods require human-fixed input and are not widely used in various application scenarios. Besides, keyword matching methods usually have high recall and low precision performance since they treat many positive comments as spoilers. The other domain of research is machine learning methods. Guo et al. [9] use bag-of-words representation and LDA-based model to rank spoilers. They calculate the spoiler probability scores by the similarity between comments and item descriptions from IMDB. Iwai et al. [13] evaluate five conventional machine-learning methods and improve the method through generalizing keywords. Jeon et al. [14] detect spoilers by SVM classification according to four features: "named entity", "frequently used verb", "objectivity + URL", and "tense". Hijikata et al. [11] introduce location information and neighborhood plot probability to help identify spoilers with contextual information by SVM. Moreover, Chang et al. [3] propose a deep neural spoiler detection model using a genre-aware attention mechanism. However, the above methods are not well-designed for detecting spoilers in TSC data, as they ignore the interactive, real-time, and high-noise properties of TSC data.
Attention Mechanism is firstly proposed and used in machine translation [1, 2] in natural language processing. They integrate attention mechanism with an encoder-decoder framework to align the phrase in source language with the target language before translation. Vinyals et al. [28] introduce a novel agnostic attentionenhanced seq-to-seq model to solve syntactic constituency parsing problem. Sukhbaatar et al. [26] and Kumar et al. [15] use the attention mechanism to improve traditional methods in question answering problem. Recently, Vaswani et al. propose a new kind of seq-to-seq network architecture, Transformer [7, 25, 27, 37] , which is more suitable to solve the long-range dependencies problems. However, since the TSCs are usually short-text, the Transformer is not suitable for TSCs. Our work adopts attention mechanisms both in word and sentence level. The word-level attentive encoder assigns the high weight to informative words as Sukhbaatar et al. [26] . The sentence-level Interactive Variance Attention (IVA) refers to soft attention [18, 33, 36] , where higher attentive weights indicate that the corresponding features are more informative for the end task.
PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we first provide the problem definition in Section 3.1. And then, the problem formulation is introduced in Section 3.2.
Problem Definition
In this paper, we aim at detecting and labeling spoilers, i.e., TSCs containing certain plots in videos. We call the TSC we are studying as the target TSC. The key idea of our framework is to compare the neighbor similarity and the keyframe similarity of the target TSC. Intuitively, we build a similarity-based deep framework to solve this task in a supervised way. Specifically, we first represent the TSCs as semantic vectors of through word-level attentive encoder. Then, we compute the neighbor similarity and the keyframe similarity of the target TSC though SBN with sentence-level IVA. The definitions of Sentence-level attention score of F r the neighbor similarity and the keyframe similarity in our two-level framework are shown as follows:
Notations Descriptions
Neighbor similarity: Former neighbors are several consecutive TSCs in front of the target TSC. We define the semantic similarity between target TSC and each of its former neighbors as neighbor similarity. We employ the weighted average of the neighbor similarities as overall neighbor similarity for each target TSC. The high overall neighbor similarity means that the target TSC describes current video content, and thus it is less likely to be a spoiler.
Keyframe similarity: Keyframes are the highlight clips of the videos, such as the end of the movie, the moment of revealing For each video, we define the similarity between target TSC and each keyframe as keyframe similarity. If the content of the target comment is similar to any of the keyframe, it is very likely to be a spoiler. Therefore, we take the maximum keyframe similarity as the overall keyframe similarity. We perform a qualitative analysis of the cumulative occurrence proportion of key-TSCs (TSCs with keywords) with the video's playback time ratio. As shown in Fig. 2 , the key-TSCs usually post in the last quarter of the video. Therefore, the keyframes generally appear in the last quarter of the video. Moreover, the keyframes are usually the most intensive time periods of TSCs [30] . As a result, we cut the last quarter of the video into frames, and the duration of each frame is 10 seconds. We count the number of TSCs contained in each frame and select P frames with the most TSCs as keyframes. 
Problem Formulation
For each video, we have the TSC sequence T SC = {T SC 1 ,T SC 2 , ..., T SC L } , where L is the number of TSCs in the video. We define
The target T SC i and its R former neighbors are consecutive in the TSC sequence of each video, so their timestamps t i−R < t i−R+1 < ... < t i . To simplify the annotation, we use F = {F 1 , F 2 , ..., F R } to indicate the set of former neighbors, and
We also give the definition of keyframes of each video as KEY = {KEY 1 , KEY 2 , ..., KEY P }, where P is the number of keyframes in each video. As mentioned in Section 3.2, we treat the P most intensive periods of TSCs in the last quarter of each video as the keyframes.
Given all the T SC = {T SC i |1 ≤ i ≤ L} and their corresponding timestampes T = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t L }, our work is to predict whether T SC i is a spoiler or not. To make more clear presentation, we list the notations used throughout the paper in Table 1 .
MODEL
In this section, we first use the word-level attentive encoder to extract textual features of TSCs in Section 4.1. Then, we propose a novel Similarity-Based Network to detect the spoilers in Section 4.2.
To further make use of the interactive and real-time properties and eliminate the impact of noise among TSCs, we implement Sentence-Level Interactive Variance Attention(IVA) to improve the detection accuracy of SBN in Section 4.3. In this section, we use the Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) based word-level attentive encoder to extract textual features of each TSC. The architecture of the word-level attentive encoder is shown in Fig. 3 .
Word-Level Attentive Encoder
Given the word sequence W L i = {wl i,1 , wl i,2 , ..., wl i, K } of the T SC i , we first embed the word wl i,k into fix-sized vector x i,k . We pre-train the embedding matrix by Skip-Gram model [21] because it is better for infrequent words that often appear in TSCs. Afterwards, we use Bi-LSTM network [12] to extract textual features of each TSC. Specifically, for each and
where || denotes vector concatenation.
As introduced in Section 1, each word in the word list W L i = {wl i,1 , wl i,2 , ..., wl i, K } of the T SC i does not contribute equally to determining whether T SC i is a spoiler or not. For instance, words such character's name and verb related to survival or failure are highly likely to trigger spoilers, while common conjunctions, definite articles or emotional adjectives do not have a great influence on spoiler judgments. Therefore, we equip word-level encoder with attention mechanism to select words that can accurately represent the sentence meaning.
Given the Bi-LSTM state sequence [h i,1 , h i,2 , ..., h i,K ], our attentive sequence encoder calculates a sequence of attention values [α i,1 , α i,2 , ..., α i, K ] by:
where W s is a weight matrix, and u s is the context vector to distinguish informative words from non-informative ones. Finally, we obtain the target sentence vector T seq i of T SC i by:
According to the interactive property of TSCs, we consider the R former neighbors F = {F 1 , F 2 , ..., F R }, and P keyframes KEY = {KEY 1 , KEY 2 , ..., KEY P } of of T SC i . According to wordlevel attentive encoder, we obtain the sentence vector of former neighbors N SEQ = {N seq 1 , N seq 2 , ... , N seq R } and keyframes KSEQ = {Kseq 1 , Kseq 2 , ..., Kseq P } based on certain TSCs which represent the semantic of keyframes, and take them as the input to the following SBN.
Similarity-Based Network
In this section, we introduce the SBN to obtain the likelihood of spoiler based on the semantic similarity between the target and its neighbors and the target and the keyframes. Fig. 4 shows our integrated SBN. As mentioned in Section 4.2, after the process of word-level attentive encoder, we obtain R consecutive sequence vectors of former neighbors N SEQ={N seq 1 , Nseq 2 , ... ,Nseq R } with their corresponding timestamps t F 1 ≤ t F 2 ≤ ... ≤ t F R . For keyframes, we also use the word-level attentive encoder to get the semantic vector of each TSC, average the semantic vectors of all the TSCs in one keyframe and get the semantic sequence of P keyframes KSEQ = {Kseq 1 , ..., Kseq P }.
We first compute neighbor similarity Nsim r between the target T SC i and each of its former neighbors F r by Nsim r = sim(Nseq r , Tseq i )
where sim(x, y) =
x ·y |x | · |y | . Then, we take the weighted average similarity between the target T SC i and its former neighbor by
where
is the time decay function expressing that the interactive property between two TSCs decreases with the increase of time interval. If a former neighbor has a long time interval with the target TSC, it has a small effect on the overall neighbor similarity. Time decay rate β is a hyperparameter that will be discussed in Section 5. Meanwhile, we compute keyframe similarity Ksim p between target T SC i and each keyframe KEY p . To be noticed, we do not introduce time decay here because we do not care the time interval between keyframe and the target comment. Also, as long as the Session: Long -Online and Real-Time CIKM '19, November 3-7, 2019, Beijing, China target TSC is similar to any keyframe, it is likely to be a spoiler. Therefore, we take the maximum keyframe similarity of the target T SC i as the overall keyframe similarity G K sim i .
where Max . denotes the maximum operation.
In our work, we take the prediction of the likelihood of spoiler as a binary classification problem, where 1 means the target TSC is a spoiler, and 0 otherwise. Intuitively, if the semantic of target TSC is closer to each of its former neighbors, it is less likely to be a spoiler because its topic describes current video content. Moreover, if the semantics of the target TSC is closer to any keyframe, it has more possibilities to be a spoiler because it is more likely to talk about important plots rather than following the playback time of the video. Therefore, we compute the difference between the overall neighbor similarity and overall keyframe similarity as a result. We determine the prediction result aŝ
where siдmoid(x) = 1 1+e −x . Finally, we use binary cross-entropy as our loss function:
where y i is the ground truth that would be 1 if the TSC is a spoiler, and 0 otherwise.
Sentence-Level Interactive Variance Attention
In section 4.2, we have calculated the overall neighbor similarity based on the weighted average similarity between the target TSC and its former neighbors. However, the TSC data is high-noise. If the noise is contained in former neighbors, it makes trouble to generate accurate overall neighbor similarity. Therefore, we implement the sentence-level IVA mechanism to effectively eliminate the impact of noise. IVA mechanism aims to detect noise though similarity variance and assign a lower weight to the noise. The IVA mechanism is formalized into a deep learning framework shown in Fig. 5 . For each target T SC i , we feed its neighbor sequence {N seq 1 , N seq 2 , ..., N seq R } as the input of the framework.
Since noise has weak relevances with their surroundings [34] , we compute the similarity of any two TSCs in the sequence. For each N seq r , we compute its similarity with each TSC in the whole input sequence as the similarity vector S r = {S r,1 , S r,2 , ..., S r, R } by
and normalize it by:
where so f tmax(
. The noise has weak relevance to its surroundings and has a high similarity to itself, so the similarity distribution of noise is very concentrated and have relatively high similarity variance. On the contrary, non-noise TSCs have relatively placid similarity distribution and low similarity variance. Based on this point, we can distinguish noise comments from non-noise comments through their difference in similarity variance.
For Nseq r , we compute the similarity variance D r of its normalized similarity vector S r = {S r,1 , S r,2 , ..., S r,R } as:
where Ave.(S r ) is the average of normalized similarity vector S r . We normalize 1 D r through softmax function:
as the attention scores because higher variance means weaker relevance with surrounding comments. Finally, we compute the overall neighbor similarity G N sim r by the weighted sum of neighbor similarities:
Through sentence-level IVA, we make use of the interactive and real-time properties of TSC data to reduce the impact of noise effectively, and acquire the overall neighbor similarity more accurately.
EXPERIMENT
In this section, we first introduce dataset we used in this work in Section 5.1 and the dataset process and evaluation metric in Section 5.2. Then, we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed method by comparing with 4 baseline methods in Section 5.3. Finally, we visualize the weight of the attention layer to validate the performance of the attention mechanism both in word and sentence level in Section 5.4.
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Data Preparation
The TSC data used in this paper is crawled from Chinese video website Youku 1 and Bilibili 2 . We choose TV-series, movies, and sports as the categories of our data set, since the video plots of these three categories are very likely to be spoiled. These spoilers are relatively simple to be detected and labeled though certain spoiler keywords related to the plots. We gather the data from November 2017 to March 2018, where each TSC has been labeled as a spoiler or not by man-selected keyword and manual inspection.
To label the data, we first summarize the possible spoiler keywords specific to each video's tags and filter out the TSCs that most likely to be spoilers based on keywords. Then three human evaluators check the high-likely spoilers and assign labels to real spoilers according to whether the TSC is related to the latter plots of the video. We treat a certain TSC as a spoiler if two or more evaluators regard it related to the crucial plot. To better understand the insights of this dataset, we conduct preliminary statistic analyses listed as Table 2 . The average density of TSCs means the average number of TSCs appear per second. 
Dataset Preprocess and Evaluation Metric
The raw TSC text is full of noise, so we manually remove meaningless TSCs and establish a set of mapping rules for network slang, which will be substituted by their real meaning in the text. For instance, 233... (2 followed by several 3) means laughter, 666... (several 6) means playing games very well, and "front high energy" means terrible plots will happen next in the video. After that, we segment the words and remove the anomaly symbol in TSCs by an open-source Chinese-language processing toolbox Jieba. Also, timestamps are recorded when users send their TSCs at the video's playback time. To avoid a long time interval between consecutive TSCs and take better advantage of the inner relationships among TSCs, we discard the videos with fewer than 300 TSCs or its density of TSCs is lower than 0.1 comment per second. The final statistics of the data set have been introduced in Table 2 . We randomly select 70% of the dataset as the training set, 20% as the test set, and 10% as the validation set.
In our model, we set R = 5 and P = 3, i.e, in each video, we sample 5 former neighbors of each target TSC and select 3 keyframes. Moreover, the time decay rate β is hyper-parameter need to be decided. In the training progress, we adjust the value of β by the validation set. The initial learning rate of Adam is 0.001, and the word vector dimension is 128. We get the best results when β = 0.15, and will discuss them in details in Section 5.3. The prediction of the likelihood of spoilers is a binary classification problem and the positive sample ratio (spoiler ratio) only accounts for 19.83% of the total samples. Therefore, only considering the prediction performance of positive samples can better test the performance of the models. Thus, we use Precision, Recall and F1-score instead of Accuracy-score to measure the performance.
Comparison of Baseline Methods
To evaluate the performance of our proposed model, we compare our models with the following methods as baselines:
• KM: Keyword-matching method is the simplest method, which filters out spoilers according to the actor name in a drama or the match score at a sporting game [8, 22] . We set the prediction result as 1, if a TSC matches spoiler keywords, and 0 otherwise. • LDA: This is a machine-learning method based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) used by Guo et al. [9] in their work to filter out spoiler using predictive perplexity. We use perplexity to predict the appropriate number of topics, and set it as 20. • LI-NPP: This method introduces location information (LI) and neighborhood plot probability (NPP) to help identify spoilers with contextual information through SVM [11] . We set a linear kernel and complexity constant C = 1 in the SVM. • DN-GAA: This is a Deep Neural spoiler detection model (DN) that uses a Genre-Aware Attention mechanism (GAA) [3] . • SBN: Our Similarity-Based Network that proposed in Section 4.2. • SBN-WT: Our Similarity-Based Network Without Timestamps. In this model, we don't consider the timestamp and set the decay function (Eq.(10)) equal to 1, which is used to evaluate the contribution of timestamp and decay function. • SBN-IVA: Our Similarity-Based Network works with Interactive Variance Attention mechanism that proposed in Section 4.3.
The baseline methods may reach their best performance with different latent factors. Therefore, we tested various parameters in the range of their work and chose the best prediction performance as final results for each baseline method.
The experiments of all the models are repeated for 10 times, and we use the average values as the final results. The results of F1score, Precision, and Recall in the categories of TV-series, movies and sports are shown in table 3.
From Table 3 , we can conclude that SBN-IVA achieves the best performance on Precision, Recall and F1-Score in the categories of TV-series, movies and sports. Compared to the-state-of-art DN-GAA method proposed by Chang et al [3] , SBN-IVA enhance the performance 13.8%, 7.99%, 11.8% (average 11.2%) upon F1-Score. In other baselines, keyword-matching (KM) method achieves high Recall and low Precision, since it treats many non-spoiler TSCs as spoilers. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) based method does not perform well because the LDA model is not suitable to process short texts like TSC data. LI-NPP is an SVM-based method and has better performance than the unsupervised learning methods. DN-GAA is the state-of-the-art method and has the highest performance among the baselines. The results show that the neural network has powerful feature extraction capabilities when there is sufficient data.
Although LI-NPP and DN-GAA have achieved better results than unsupervised learning methods, they do not consider the specific properties of TSC. Our SBN framework takes the interactive and real-time properties of TSCs into considering, and performs better than LI-NPP and DN-GAA. To further evaluate the effect of the realtime property of TSCs, we remove the decay function in SBN (set the decay function Eq.(10) equal to 1), and obtain SBN-WT. Results show that compared with SBN-WT, SBN enhance the performance 3.31%, 7.24%, 6.47% upon F1-Score. This indicates that it is necessary to provide a low weight to those TSCs that has a long time interval from the target TSC because they maybe discuss different topics. Moreover, to evaluate the contribution of IVA mechanism, we compare the SBN with SBN-IVA. Results show that SBN-IVA enhances the performance 9.11%, 3.31%, 4.56% upon F1-Score than SBN, which indicates that the IVA mechanism can reduce the impact of noise efficiently. Our SBN-IVA achieves the best Precision, Recall, and F1-Score, because our model effectively makes use of the interactive and real-time properties of TSCs and reduce the impact of noise. Then, we discuss the influence of time decay rate β on the experimental results. β = 0 means we do not consider the time decay. When time decay rate β grows, the interactive property of TSCs becomes weaker with the time interval. We change the value of β from 0 to 0.5 with the step size of 0.05 and calculate the F1-score in the categories of TV-series, movies, and sports. As shown in Figure  6 , the decay rate β reaches its best performance when β = 0.15.
Finally, we change the number of former neighbors R and keyframe P to see their influence on the experiment result in the validation Session: Long -Online and Real-Time CIKM '19, November 3-7, 2019, Beijing, China set. The results of F1-score, Precision, and Recall with different IVA parameters are shown in Table 4 . We can find the F1-score increase with the number of former neighbors R and keyframe P. This result proves that our application of the interactive and real-time properties of TSCs is correct. When we increase former neighbors, TSCs establish semantics association with more surrounding neighbors. When we increase keyframes, TSCs can be compared with more important plots in the video. According to table 4, we choose P = 5 and R = 3, and do not continue increasing P and R because this leads to a decline in time efficiency and there is no significant growth in Precision, Recall, and F1-score.
Visualization of Attention
To validate the performance of our attention mechanism both in word and sentence level, we visualize the weight of the attention layer in Fig. 7 . We take a group of consecutive TSCs in a criminal investigation TV Series as an example. The scene of the example is shown in Fig. 1 .
The murderer is the delivery guy.
I am the first.
Captain Guan is domineering
Blood freezes ! This is Captain Guan's brother The TSC in the last line is the target TSC, and the others are its former neighbors in order of timestamps. The blue color denotes the weight of sentences in sentence-level IVA mechanism. The darker the color is, the higher the IVA score the TSC has. Meanwhile, the red color denotes the weight of words in the word-level attentive encoder. The darker the color is, the more likely the word to be a keyword to define a spoiler. Fig. 7 shows the effectiveness of our attention model. We can see that these TSCs mainly discuss something about Captain Guan (the protagonist in the TV-series). The weight of sentence-level IVA is calculated by the product of semantic similarity and time decay. The Former 2, Former 3, and Former 5 have high IVA scores, which means they are related to the main topic. In contrast, Former 1 and Former 4 mainly express the users' emotion deviated to the central topic, therefore they should be classified as noise and have a small weight.
Target TSC video's playback time
In the word-level, Fig 7 shows that our attentive word encoder can select the words carrying strong spoiler tendencies such as "Captain", "Guan", "brother", "murderer", and "delivery guy". Other unimportant words such as"am", "is", "this", "has", are discarded. That is, the word attentive encoder selects spoiler keyword when calculating the sequence vector through the weighted sum.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a novel similarity-based spoiler detection model with the dataset of TSCs. To extract spoiler keyword accurately based on the short-text, interactive, real-time and noise properties of TSCs, we introduce attention mechanism both in word encoder and sentence invariance level in our model. The Word-Level Attentive Encoder filters the spoiler keyword out, and Interactive Variance Attention (IVA) calculate the similarity invariance of comments and assign a low weight to noise comments. In this way, we integrate the short-text, interactive and real-time properties of TSCs in the deep framework, and effectively weaken the impact of noise comments. Then the likelihood of TSCs to be spoilers is predicted accurately through the difference of neighbor similarity and keyframe similarity. Extensive experiments on realworld dataset proved that our model with IVA outperformed the existing spoiler detection method in F1-score, Precision, and Recall.
Our pioneer work in this paper points out the promising future directions in online spoiler detection, and this is the first step towards our goal in online spoiler detection. In the future, we will seek to explore the following directions: (1) We will take other information about the online video, such as visual and audio features to improve the performance of the model. (2) In most cases, the spoilers are sparse. However, some extreme users will continue to post the spoilers to occupy the screen. In this extreme case, our model cannot solve it well (since all the neighbors are the same and post by extreme users). Therefore, we will incorporate user ID into the model to identify extreme spoilers in the next step. (3) We will design an online spoiler detection model to detect video spoilers in real time.
